
Spring 2018 
English 342 – American Literature to 1860 

MW 11:30-12:50 
HH 139 

 
Instructor: Kevin McGuirk 
Office hours: HH 263, M 1-2, T 11-12, and by appointment 
email: kmcguirk@uwaterloo.ca 
preferred method of contact: in person, after class or during office hours 
 
English 342 is a course on American literature “to 1860.” This offering will be focussed on what is 
usually called the “American Renaissance,” the literature of the several decades before the Civil War, 
an American moment of extraordinary invention, practice, and engagement in poetry, essay, and 
narrative that is also a moment of extraordinary ferment in social, intellectual, and political life. Our 
critical focus will be on the American Renaissance, not as an unambiguous celebration of an emergent 
literature, but as an site and occasion for reflection and interrogation of the literary, the natural, and 
the social. 
 
What I want you to get from the course: 
Increased ability to respond to the formal and rhetorical dimensions of literary writing. 
Knowledge of literary, philosophical, historical, and political developments during the pre-war decades. 
Enhanced appreciation for relations among literary practice, social history, and personal experience 
and aspiration. 
 
What I want you to do in the course: 
Read every page of the works assigned. 
Write about and discuss literature frequently; formally, in quizzes, journals, a presentation, and essays 
based on careful reflection, analysis, and revision. 
Ask questions in class: participate; listen to and engage with your peers. 
Take notes and make sure you grasp the major concerns of the course, as well as the distinctive work 
of each writer. 
 
Texts: 
* Except where noted, course texts are available at the UW bookstore in the following cheap editions* 

Emily Dickinson, Emily Dickinson (poems), Everyman 
Frederick Douglass, The Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, Dover 
Ralph Waldo Emerson, Selected Essays, Lectures, and Poems, Bantam 
Nathaniel Hawthorne, The Scarlet Letter, Dover 
Harriet Jacobs, Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl, Dover 
Herman Melville, Bartleby the Scrivener and Benito Cereno, Dover 
Edgar Alan Poe, The Gold Bug, Dover 
Harriet Beecher Stowe, Uncle Tom’s Cabin, Signet 
Henry David Thoreau, Walden, Dover 
Walt Whitman, Leaves of Grass, Bantam, + “Preface” (on Learn + handout) 
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“Cherokee Memorials” (on Learn) 
 
 
Approximate Schedule of Readings 
 

ALWAYS BRING YOUR TEXT TO CLASS! 
May 2 – introductions 
 
May 7, 9 – Emerson, Nature “Introduction” and “Chapter 1”; “Self-Reliance,” “Divinity School Address,” 
“Cherokee Letter”; “Cherokee Memorials” (Learn) 
 
May 14, 16, May 22* – Emerson, “The Poet”; Whitman, from Leaves of Grass: “Preface” (handout + 
Learn) + poems TBA 
 
May 23, 28, 30, June 4 – Emerson, Nature (selections); Thoreau, Walden (5-6 chapters TBA) 
 
June 6, 11, 13 – Hawthorne, The Scarlet Letter 
 
June 18, 20, 25 – Douglass, Narrative of the Life; Jacobs, Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl  
 
June 27, July 4, July 9 – Jacobs cont.; Stowe, Uncle Tom’s Cabin 
 
July 11, 16, 18 –  Emerson, “Experience”; Dickinson, poems  
 
July 23, 25 – Stories by Melville and Poe 
 
* NOTE: May 22 is a Tuesday that follows a Monday schedule 
 
 
Assignments: 
 
There will be no exam in the course. These are your assignments: 
 

1. 750-word essay, due at the end of May: 10% 
2. 1000-word essay due at the end of June: 20% 
3. 1500-word essay due August 3: 30% 
4. Attendance, participation, and in-class writing: 25% 
5. Presentation: 15% 

1-3. Topics will be assigned. Details to follow. I will distribute an assignment sheet for each essay. The 
first essay will be on Emerson. The final essay may build on work performed earlier in the course, 
including in-class writing, your presentation, and the first essay. 
 



4. Attendance and participation means, in addition to regular attendance and evident preparedness, 
asking questions and comments. This includes responding to your classmates’ presentations. The 
primary mode of the class will be lecture/discussion. I will use Learn only for sending messages to the 
class concerning test preparation, schedule updates, and so on. The class is small enough for everyone 
to participate to some extent. I will frequently ask you for your views and I will invite questions from 
you about any aspect of the literature we’re studying. 
Of course, not everyone will participate equally, and for different reasons. Preparedness can also be 
made evident by the work you do as a writer in class. You will write in class regularly. The writing will 
take the form of quizzes, reflections, questions, and paper proposals. From time to time, I may ask you 
to take a draft home, polish it, and hand it in at the next class or in the Dropbox. Sometines I will 
indicate ahead of time what sort of writing will be performed in the next class. Writing, especially by 
hand, helps us cognitively to fix and reflect. I recommend that you keep a journal in which you develop 
reflections on the readings, connecting them with contemporary and personal matters. The literature 
in this class is writing that its authors want us to take personally. Journal notes can be a resource for 
your essays. I also recommend that you write on and mark up your texts.  
Attendance and participation will count for about 10% and in-class writing for about 15%.  
 
5. Everyone will make a brief, compact presentation to the class. Sign up on Monday, May 8. I would 
like you to do this work in pairs. If you are especially keen on a particular text or on working with a 
particular classmate, please email me before the 8th and I will start the list.  
The presentation should be just under 10 minutes long. The purpose of the presentation is for you to 
practice research and to use the knowledge gleaned from your research to advance our understanding 
of the text (or one feature of the text), that is, interpretively. Your focus will be not big themes or 
backgrounds, but on features of writing that may seem incidental. You may consider an object, a word 
used in a way particular to the writer or time (“culture” in Emerson), a feature of the social landscape 
(the Irish in Walden). You will end your presentation with a question to the class. 
Details to follow. Please see me as you prepare your presentation. 
 
 
 
Business: 
Contact: I would rather see you during office hours or after class than hear from you by email. Please 
feel free to see me to discuss anything related to the course. My office hours are for you.  
Late papers: An extension of a day or two can be negotiated in conversation with me ahead of the due 
date. A request for an extension longer than a few days will have to be supported by appropriate 
documentation.  
Plagiarism: Outside the university, plagiarism is “actionable.” That is, you can be sued for it. Educate 
yourself about plagiarism and don’t commit plagiarism. It is a serious offence, ethically and legally. See 
UW Policy 71 and the Notes below. 
Devices: This will be, as much as possible, a device-free classroom. Laptops are a problem because it is 
simply too easy to click to email, facebook, or other sites during class. Anyone would be tempted. And 
when you do things other than notetaking with your laptop, you’re not the only student mentally 
checking out: everyone around you will be distracted. Finally, the screen itself is a barrier between you 
and the class and therefore a barrier to participation. 



Please put smart phones away when you come to class. 
 
 
 
Notes from the Faculty of Arts 
Academic Integrity 

Academic Integrity: In order to maintain a culture of academic integrity, members of the University of 
Waterloo are expected to promote honesty, trust, fairness, respect and responsibility. See the UWaterloo 
Academic Integrity webpage for more information.  

Discipline: A student is expected to know what constitutes academic integrity, to avoid committing 
academic offences, and to take responsibility for his/her actions. Check the Office of Academic Integrity for 
more information. A student who is unsure whether an action constitutes an offence, or who needs help in 
learning how to avoid offences (e.g., plagiarism, cheating) or about “rules” for group work/collaboration 
should seek guidance from the course professor, academic advisor, or the Undergraduate Associate Dean. 
When misconduct has been found to have occurred, disciplinary penalties will be imposed under Policy 71 
– Student Discipline. For information on categories of offenses and types of penalties, students should refer 
to Policy 71 - Student Discipline. For typical penalties check Guidelines for the Assessment of Penalties. 

Grievances and Appeals 
Grievance: A student who believes that a decision affecting some aspect of his/her university life has been 
unfair or unreasonable may have grounds for initiating a grievance. Read Policy 70 - Student Petitions and 
Grievances, Section 4. When in doubt, please be certain to contact the department’s administrative 
assistant who will provide further assistance. 

Appeals: A decision made or penalty imposed under Policy 70 - Student Petitions and Grievances (other 
than a petition) or Policy 71 - Student Discipline may be appealed if there is a ground. A student who 
believes he/she has a ground for an appeal should refer to Policy 72 - Student Appeals. 

Accommodation for Students with Disabilities 
Note for students with disabilities: The AccessAbility Services office, located on the first floor of the 
Needles Hall extension (room 1401), collaborates with all academic departments to arrange appropriate 
accommodations for students with disabilities without compromising the academic integrity of the 
curriculum. If you require academic accommodations to lessen the impact of your disability, please register 
with the AccessAbility Services office at the beginning of each academic term. 

Mental Health Services 
On Campus 

• Counselling Services:  counselling.services@uwaterloo.ca / 519-888-4567 xt 32655 
• MATES:  one-to-one peer support program offered by Federation of Students (FEDS) and Counselling 

Services 
• Health Services Emergency service: located across the creek form Student Life Centre 

Off campus, 24/7 
• Good2Talk:  Free confidential help line for post-secondary students. Phone: 1-866-925-5454 
• Grand River Hospital: Emergency care for mental health crisis. Phone: 519-749-433 ext. 6880 
• Here 24/7: Mental Health and Crisis Service Team. Phone: 1-844-437-3247 
• OK2BME: set of support services for lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender or questioning teens in 

Waterloo.  Phone: 519-884-0000 extension 213 

 
Territorial Acknowledgement 
The University acknowledges that we are living and working on the traditional territory of the 
Attawandaron (also known as Neutral), Anishinaabe and Haudenosaunee peoples. The University of 
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Waterloo is situated on the Haldimand Tract, the land promised to the Six Nations that includes ten 
kilometres on either side of the Grand River. 
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